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Creative Revolution
X 1

Es .
\

in Communist Ergotocracy*A Study
F?

spite of the forbidding character of the title 
page, we can read this book without getting be
yond our depth oftener than is usual in these 

days of revolutions and revision. Issued by the 
nebs League, in paper covers, we have a foreword 
by the V Plebs” that betrays the prevalent appre
hension of fatalism which today haunts the entire 
school of Marxian thought. The dread that determin
ism might be confused with fatalism is gradually 
clearing the ground, or fertilizing it rather, for a 
re-grow ^ of the doctrine of Free Will: a poor thing 
flung by philosophy like Hagar’s offspring into the 
wilderness because of moral testiness and doubtful 
parentage.

pea-shooter compared to a maxim gun ; “in retros
pect the shop stewards’ movement may come to be 
regarded as the instrument of the twentieth century 
revolution, the revolution which inaugurates erga- 
tocracy.

pf'eS* I efficiently than at present, if not, good night. “The 
capitalist State will remain in being, and the 
trol of industry by the workers’ committee will

con-

prove to have been nothing more than a breath on 
the face at the waters ’ But the revolution must 
be ripe or “the workers cannot fulfnll their historic 
mission,” and the appraising feature of ripeness will 
be “the

This is not to be assumed as anti-polit
ical, but anti-parliamentarian.

The new movement is a class movement, not of 
craft, not even of industry as proclaimed by indus-

manner in which the active protagonists 
comport themselves in view of the needs of the 
hour.” Thus, in short, the shop stewards’ movement 
—now alas seeking jobs which are at present not in 
evidence, aside from the Bergsonian “vital impuls
es” all embodied in the propaganda of the Industrial 
V orkers of the V orld, and all built upon great ex
pectations.

IGNORANCE IS A POOR EXCUSE.

Do you want to know the case for Socialism?Almost any Socialist book published today ex
hibits this grave concern, and finds in Bergson, 
James, and such like bourgeois apologists some fac
tors necessary to the modernizing of Marx.

Ergatocracy is derived from the Greek words,

In discussing the “Significance of the Great War” 
fchapter 5) we are unable to discern the “large 
measure of truth” our authors see in Boudin’s 
nounceinent that Textiles mean peace ; ; iron and 
steel—war.”

We cannot find any evidence of peace in history 
since man enslaved his fellow man. And surely the 
days of King Cotton were stricken enough.

This chapter is somewhat disappointing and 
clearly shows ignorance of its Caption. It has plenty 
of quotations, one from Rosa Luxemburg’s “Revolu
tionary Socialism in Action ” which we quote with 
entire approval. “The masses must learn to 
power by using power.” But this is not in our op
inion Bergsonian though our authors designate it 
such.

Are you interested in international affairs?

You should want to know and yon ■ould be 
interested. U

Mot 0.

pro-

Erga tes—worker ; and Kratia—to rule; worker’s 
rule. It might be sngested that such a study is 
somewhat-jn advance of the times, or that at least 
Russia ^jbrds the only opportunity for profitable 
Study of the subject suggested, but the desire of our 
authors is not so much to discover what has been 
done in Russia, as what might be done elsewhere.

Many of the subjects discussed are such that form
erly held but little interest for the Socialist move
ment in Canada, but of late, signs indicate that at 
last we are to have our share of Fabianism and 
Laborism, Blatchford, Scheideman, and their at
tendant right and left wingism. The earlier chap
ters deal with such subjects. To “Clarion” readers 
these questions have at best an historical interest 
only.

The shop stewards’ movement (we read on page 
67 to 69) is considered revolutionary. “It will once 
and for all abolish the rule of those who live by 
ownership, and will substitute for the dominion—the 
rule or rather the administration of those who live

*

Attend these meetings of the 8.

AT THE ROYAL THEATRE, VANCOUVER,
-V

Feby. 12th. Speaker, T. O’Connor.
Subject : “Collapse of the Coal Industry in 
South Wales.”k use

Feby. 19th. Speaker, R. Kirk.
Subject : ‘1 Inevitable Outcome of Imperial- as
ism.”

Chapter six on “the Russian Revolution” is not 
edifying. Concerning the statement that the 

consummation of the British bourgeois revolution re
quired the years between 1509 and 1918 to be effect
ed we are inclined to claim Missouri as our birth
place. particularly when we are told in the next 
breath that the French revolution ended in 1875.

The statements however are apologies for daring 
to appraise the Russian Revolution, and for

moreFeby. 26th. Speaker, W. A Pritchard. 
Subject: “The Lesson of Marxism.”

AT NORTH VANCOUVER.

Feby. 12th. Speaker, 8. Earp.
Subject: “Modern Socialism and the 
Working Class.”

Feby. 19th. Speaker, J. Harrington.
Subject: “The State.”

express-
ing the hope and the belief that the world revolu
tion will he effected “in onr lifetime, perhaps in the 
near future. ’ ’

by labor ; that it will replace bourgeois democracy 
by Communist ergatocracy.” Snch, we are told, is 
the conviction of the Marxists in the movement, also 
that: “Convinced as they are that economic power 
is the basis of political power, they are equally con
vinced that the shop - stewards’ movement is the 
germ of the means whereby the _growing economic 
power of the workers will secure political expres
sion.”

But that should not prompt us to assume the fut
ure historian will look upon the Russian Revelation 
of 1917 "as the inception of the world revolution.”

That might be ergatocratic but it certainly is not 
Marxian.

Will the Revolution of 1905, the Paris Commune 
1871, the inspiring days of 1848 be ignored by 
hypothetical future historian in estimating the world 
revolution ! We think not.

At times we feel inclined to invite onr Communist 
friends to read this book, but when we read such 
sentences as this, we feel they might resent and mis
construe our good offices; page 100. “We realize that 
the teachings of Tolstoy, in conjunction with the ex
perience of intolerable hardships and the reaction 
against unnamable horrors, were the chief immedi
ate causes of the Tsarist regime.” Setting aside Tol
stoy, no one can deny that the unbearable misery of _ 
the Russian working class in Petrogra4 during the

Feby. 26th. Speaker, R. Kirk.
Subject : ‘ ' Sidelights on the Genoa Confer
ence. ’ '

"

O
All meetings at 8 p.m.

COME EARLY
Some “pregnant sentences” (onr authors’ 

phrase) are taken from a pamphlet called “Direct 
Action.*’ We select two of these : “As the industrial

i.
ourQuestions. Discussion., -i

and Social organization grow strong enough it will 
be forced to fight the Capitalist State—Aiot to take 
possession of it but to abolish it. The joint social 
and industrial committee would then have to assume 
many of the functions of the State during Yhe period 
Otf transition.”

tv trial unionism, but of the working group,—of a 
class. “It is by class- conscious organizations able 
to carry on production that the workers 
control of .industry, expropriate the ‘owners’ and 

Aside from the very revolutionary and entirely im- bring about the social revolution.” Capitalism will 
F possible detenninetion to smash a social institution not fall merely from post-war troubles, nor failure 

fike tfce modern State, it seems a pity to proceed to to secure markets, but largely from “the vital im- 
mrh extreme measures when the State still has pulses” (enter Bergson) "of the bulk of the workers 

-,®*ny functions to perform. At best all we can hope who even in such a land as our own—are showing 
however revolutionary be our "urge,” is to greater and greater unwillingness to continue 

"**,-*** ning the productive machine in the interest of the
pirfiamentary democracy” is to bs left to those ruling class.” The workers, however, most be able

•a a to run things when they seize control,

can secure

f;: .

A

run-
* Creative Revolution: A Study in Communist Erga

tocracy. By Eden and Cedar Paul. 214 pp The Plebs 
League, 11a Penwern Road. Loudon.

(Continued o® page 8)
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The Origin of the World &. Action for >
F>

W- xUnemployed I
»■ You have to alter all y pur ideas, and it is not easy 

to do that, is it ! This world is not very large, and 
the stars are. But -they are so very far away that 
they look small. Our sun looks very large to us, 
but that is because it is so close. If we were as close 
to some of the other stars as we are to our own sun, 
we would soon burn up.

Shall I tell you how far away our sun is from 
Australia? It is over 92,000,000 miles. That is so 
veiy, very far that, we cannot realize how far it is. 
You cannot think what a million means ; and yet the 
sun is nearly ninety^three million miles from the 
earth, and if you look at it in the morning or the 
evening it looks no bigger than a cart-wheel. From 
the sun we get all our heat and light, life and power ; 
and if the sun failed to rise, all life on earth would 
cease. Life itself, as W in wood Reade says, “Is bot
tled sunshine, and earth is the sleek-footed butler 
who draws the cork. ’ ’

Our great big sun is one million, three hundred 
thousand times bigger than the earth ; and that is 
so big that it makes our world seem but a tiny baby 
compared with it. You have never been around the 
world, so you will think this world is very large; 
but that is only by comparison.

From Australia to London is about 13,000 miles 
(the figure varies with the part of Australia you 
measure from, of course), but the distance to the 
sun is about 93,000,000 miles. This world is very 
large compared with a ball of worsted, but compared 
with the sun it is very small. All the same, our sun is 
very small compared with some suns. Sir David 
Gill, the great astronomer, says that the star Cano
pus—and you can see lots of stars like Canopus in 
our hemisphere—is a million and a half times bright
er than our sunTThat is, Canopus is so much bright
er than our sun that it must be immensely larger. 
And when you see Canopus in the dark blue of the 
sky it looks like Sirius, or one of the other stars 
that you can see any night. Our “great big sun” is 
only a little star-baby if you compare it with Cano
pus.

CHAPTER I. 

OUR WORLD.
BY ONE OF THE UNEMPLOYED

i WHE time for action is here,” or, at least, 
l* have heard so. So are we unemployed 
here. What is the line of action for the 

unemployed? There are innumerable possible lines. 
Wc could busy ourselves by stealthily repairing to 
the mountains to there dig immense underground 
caves for conducting the revolution. We could, 
with a splendid show of violence and solidarity, 
seize the churches and pray for work. We could 
even go on strike and refuse to eat. But I for one 
am so far back of more recent developments as to 
suggest that we restrict ourselves to intelligent ac
tion.

TaEditor’s Note: Many Clarion readers, particularly In 
outlying districts, have written us asking If it is not pos
sible to print an article now and then devoted to the In
struction of young people. It seems that the young people 
are Interested m nature studies and the older people find 
it difficult to meet the needs of the case. We therefore 
propose to print some selections from "The Origin of the 
World,” by K. McMillan. (Publishers: Watts & CCo., Lon
don). It should be noted that the essays are not supposed 
to be strictly scientific and technically exact treatises. 
Their writing was suggested to the author through ques
tions asked by children, and he set to write "a simple book 
about the origin of the world.” The author’s "Preliminary” 
sets forth his Intentions and tells how he came to enter
tain them.

*
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We unemployed have had sufficient experience of •* 

late to direct ourselves to a course of intelligent ac
tion. We have gone or parades and been sent away 
by police. Wo have sent delegationsAo City Coun
cils and have been politely put off. We have sent 
communications to all manner of officials and have 
been turned down with the utmost discreet sym
pathy. We have everywhere met the State and have 
been forced to realize that it is enabled to use pow
er and that we are no.t ; and that therein lies the ob- 
itacle to solving our problem. From this must be 
built our course of intelligent action. We must act 
so as tp acquire the powers of State.

The conquest of power can be achieved only by 
power. We unemployed together with our fellow- 
workers must attack and demolish the capitalist 

. State. Wc must take to ourselves the powers nec
essary for administering society in our own benefit. 
But can we accomplish this? Many of us .realize 
the necessity of doing it and want to do it ; but we 
cannot for the simple reason that most of our class 
do not want to do it, and therefore we cannot do it. 
What becomes of our projected course of action t

At the convention held at Moscow last year of Red 
Trade Unions, a resolution was drawn up on Unem
ployment. In it the convention say* to the unem
ployed of the world : ‘You were the first to suffer in 
the struggle—be the advance guard of the attack.”. 
How are we unemployed to function as that advance 
guard? The advance guard must lead the workers 
in action. Intelligent action can proceed only fron* 
knowledge. We unemployed must jyepaie our- , 
selves to know what to do and how to do it. We 
must prepare ourselves to permeate that mass of 
workers who now hold us back from revolt with a 
dcs>re for revolution. We must steep ourselves deep 
in the lore of the class-struggle, in the logical view
points and philosophy and moral code of onr class. 
We must get clear in our heads the w orkings of the 
system we would destroy. "We must derive every 
possible benefit from the experience of our comrades 
in revolt in the past—the traditions of the Chartists 
and the revolts of 1848, of the Communards of 1871, 
of the Russians in *190,1 and ‘ 17. of the Germans in 
T8 and Hungarians in TO. We must have at oar 
finger tips a knowledge, of what our class is doing 
the world over. This means study.

The less the organization of our class is for smaller 
holes in the doughnuts and the more it is far smaller 
vacancies in onr heads, the nearer is our emancipa
tion. With us unemployed the time is here for 
study, the necessity is here for study, and the duty 
hot1, to ourselves and to our class is here. For to
day the logical application of Moscow :s injunction is 
—STUDY. *

This leads on to further comment on “action,” and 
the organizations that urge it. Jf I analyze their 
philosophy correctly it rests on two postulates. The 
first is that capitalism is now in the final period of 
disintegration, that it cannot re-establish itself from 
the war havoc. The second is that since the historic 
role of the working class is a revolutionary one, and 
that since the working class is-Expending its energy ■ 
along an untold number of lines to mitigate an 
equal number of grievances, it is consequently the 

(Continued on page 6.)

[- There was a Greek numed Aristotle who Lveu 
some centuries B.C. He said that man was a “hunt
er of the truth.” When you asked your grand
father as to the origin of the world, I felt as if you 
were also a * hunter of the truth.” v,‘"> few people 
have time to hunt for anything except the material 
things that perish. When you manifest a desire to 
know how the world began, I am filled with the de
sire to tell yon, and the first thing 1 have to do is to 
ask if you have any idea of what the world is. Do 

know hew large it is? Or how pitifully small

r
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you
it is? Very few people know, or care ; but I feel that 
the generation which is growing up is much more 
intelligent than the one that is going out. The world 
is never the same for two years together—no, nor 
for two minutes, or two seconds. It is always chang
ing. Life is forever sweeping and flowing, never 
resting or pausing, but always and ever changing:—

'

m

-

8
Linked like a river

”, By ripples following ripples, fast or slow—- 
The same, yet not the same—from far-off foun

tain
To where its waters flow

1 Into the seas.
Life and the wdrld flow on together, living their 

little span and then ceasing to be. But the world 
lives so much longer than we do that we think it is 
eternal, and before yon can understand how brief 
is t^ie time that the world will last you will have to 
change all your ideas about time and space, and 
life and death, and being and becoming. It seems 
odd to say this “to one so young, but 1 am not going 
to “talk down” to you as if you were a baby. I am 

going to tell yon what I know, and if yon do not 
understand it today yon will understand it to-mor
row, or later still. Y on will never learn by clinging 
to simple things, so I am going to tell yon, as clearly 
as I am able, how the world began.

All that I have to say to yon is published in great 
hooks, which are read by the world’s scholars in 
England and America, and in all civilized countries ; 
but they are not taught in our schools, because, I 
suppose, children are too young to underastand 
them, or they are too poor to be interested in them, 
or they are too stupid. None of these reasons appeal 
to me at all, for I think that poor people ought to 
get the chance to learn just as well as the rich, and 

» children ought to- b/ taught the truth, whatever the 
consequences are.

When you stand in a paddock on a starry night, 
and look up to the great wide sky, you think that 
the stars are very small and very far àway. You 
feel that this world is the big, solid, enduring place, 
and the stars are tiny specks of fire in the sky. 
Perhaps yon have learned to sing, as I did when 
very small :—

!
Do you understand now what I mean when I say 

that you have got to change your point of view be
fore you can possibly understand the origin of the 
world? When I took in hand to tell you how the 
world began, I felt that I must first tell you what 
the world is, how small it island how insignificant 
in the universe.

One other thing I must tell you about the size of 
Canopus before I leave the subject. Suppose you 
were to drop our world into the sun (which is a 
great flaming fire), there would be a little flash, and 
a tiny blaze, and—that would be all! But if you 
wanted to fill the sun up with world-stuff, it would 
take a milion of our earths to do it. And, in the 
face of a fact like that, we still think that the tiny 
little human beings on our mud-ball are important.

If you want to know how big Canopus is, then 
you must remember that it would hold thousands of 
our suns. One of the world’s great teachers, Carl 
Savder, says that to think of human beings in the 
universe is a very hopeless task. He says: “A mi
crobe upon the surface of a microscopic drop of' 
mist in a fog covering the Atlantic Ocean would 
nof be more hopelessly situated in his endeavours 
to discover his whereabouts.”

Somebody may say that I have no right to tell 
children such things as these. Nevertheless they 
are true, and I am never afraid of telling the truth 
to anybody. The only thing I am afraid of is ignor
ance.
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Next Lesson: “The Depths of the Sky.”
. •

Twinkle, twinkle, little star,
How I wonder what yon are ;
Up above the world so high,
I-ilfe a'diamond in the sky.

But the stars are not small ! They are large, very 
large, as big as our sun, and every star you see in 
the sky is a sun ! It ia the stars that are so large, 
and we that are small. Do you see what that means?
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WESTERN CLARION PAGE THREE

Geography in History*
Xm.

1

»K BY MARK STARR

(Concluded)
isolating barrieja which gave to the first Chinese 
the protected chance to dig and ditch, and use the 
early plough in their great and exceedingly fertile 
plain. The waterways -oftSina, as irrigation and 

HINESE civilization is not so old as those of spade, culture spread south, played the part of the
National unity Hnman roads in preventing any great diversity of

— . , . „ , . , , lilc and culture, and so preserving homogeneity,
after repeated invasions is first to be ioimd . , . . ,r / 1 his oneness of society was proof against the

under Shi-Hwang-Ti (200 B.C.), who ruled an cm- many invasions of the invaders frbm the steppes,
pire spreading south from the Hwaitg-Ho and the who were again and again absorbed, because not
Yang-tze- Kiang rivers. Then follow' the Haq dyn- only wras this alluvial plain fertile, but extensive.

Pressure was dissipated before the seaboard

w ironstone and other metals, combined with a huge 
supply of cheap labor power of a to-be-appropriated 
peasant- class—these are the attractions which will 
cause the “Powers’ to remove for ever the isolation ^ 
of China.* The iJanchus made the Chinese wear the 
queue (pigtail), but the Imperialists will force them 
to wear the less obvious but more degrading chains 
of wage-slaver). The land of rivers will become

■’Li—

% c«
Egypt and Mesopotamia.

N
Xthe land of steamboats, the raihvays and the tele

graph. Already the isolation, the literature and 
alphabet, dress and manners, are being changed. 
China will not merely play a passive part in these 
great changes. The Japanese already have, espec
ially, made rapid strides in European “culture.”
* Just as we have seen how geographical conditions 
determined that the Far East did not disturb the 
Y est, so we could trace the same control in the early 
development of the Western Powers, who now so ag
gressively approach the East. For, while commodi
ties needing sale and capital seeking investment 
not be explained by natural geographical conditions , 
because they result from artificial man-made social 
relations, if we attempt to explain why the outside 
Imperialist countries

asty down to À.D. 220, four hundred years of div- was
reached, and the conquered people forced out to be
come subject to new geographic controls. From 
this arose the predominant peaceful character of the 
Chinese and the absence of continued war and slav
ery. Government remained a patriarchal despot

headed the kingdom. After the vkst conquests of ism with agriculture, carried by small holdings in
the rich loess, as the chief industry. The military 
caste of Assyria is absent, and the national hero is 
he who has engineered a canal or deepened the river 
bed to prevent the flood. The dominant caste is 

recent years, when it was thrown off and a Republic* madc up of the intellectuals who have mastered the 
declared. This re'ord of changing dynasties seems intricacies of the revered classics. The cities

fortified and the people more warlike only in the 
North because of the constant attack and influence 
of the hardier invaders.

ision between North and South, complicated by the 
presence of invaders, and then the Tang dynasty 
down to about 9(JO. Down to the time of Jengis 
Khan in the thirteenth century, other dynasties

the Mongols—who swept as far west as Poland—
other names—Yuan and Ming—appear as the ruling 
houses. The Manehu conquest about 1700 lasted till

can-

are are in a more advanced stage 
of development, the early influence of the same fac
tors and controls

to contradict our idea of a static China, but it must 
be remembered that in China, as well as in other 
Asiatic States, “ the structure of the economical 
elements of society remains untouched by the storm 
clouds of the political sky.

Cathay was known to medieval Europe. Travel- - 
lers, such as Marco Polo and Catholic missionaries

as we have examined affecting 
China would have to be considered.

From these brief suggestions of the results of loca- 7 his topic has more than an academic interest. It 
shaders once and for all the nonsense about the 
“innate

tiou and temperature, of the desert and plateau in 
affording isolation and protection, of the rivers as virtues of particular races. It helps us 

to understand world polities and acquire a world out
look. And, finally, it opens up to the mind the rich 
diversity of the earth and its contents awaiting the 
intelligent use of the world-wide Labor movement.

they bring down water and soil from the mountains 
to join with the light and friable soil (the loess) 

and the traders of the Italian towns, got into con- brought by the winds from the desert to the exten- 
tact with the court and land of the great Khan. The sive land of rivers—from these we can turn to an

other factor w'hieh greatly influenced Chinese life.
China is a solid land mass of one-and-a-half mil

lions square miles, with an un indented and relatively 
very short coast line of 2,500 miles. The numerous 
bays, inlets, and adjacent islands of Greece do not 
here beckon the early mariner to> adventure on an 
inland sea. Contrast China with Norway. 
Norsemen there were driven into seagoing by the 
sterility of their soil. The Chinese, though often 
practising infanticide towards the female children, 
have only* in modern times been sending forth to 
America and Australia some of its huge population 
of nearly four hundred millions. The large returns 
of peaceful agriculture destroyed any* possible at
traction of trade. China was self-sufficient, and its 
inhabitants were not lured into schemes of conquest 
or to dare the dangers of the ocean by tales of ac
cumulated riches in other outside lands. Wars were 
defensive and fought by landmen against landman 
invaders. No fiords helped them to sail their boats. 
A Mediterranean, with its many leaping off points 
and its nursery for seamen, was missing in Chinese 
conditions. Formosa, an island within sight of their 
quarter circle coast, was only colonized in the fif
teenth century when European traders had already 
appreciated its products. From the brush with the 
Japanese in the latter half of the sixteenth century 
to the growing connection established by the trad
ers, and on to the opium wars of the nineteenth cen
tury and the modern inroads of Imperialism, new 
forces, new ways of approach, and new invaders are 
coming in from the ocean, no longer the barrier of 
primitive times, but pow a source of "dangerous conJ- 
taet. China was static so long as she remained sub
ject to the unchanging geographic controls. Her 
powers of absorption, and the reasons behind her 
isolation, can be now easily understood. But now 
new technique in transport, the economic needs of 
our modem social system and its “Powers,” 
threatening to revolutionize China and her ways. 
China was large enough to absorb her old land in
vaders ; she is, however, now in danger of being 
swallowed up by the foes who come from the 
Who knows there may yet be another land invasion 
■by Russian Communists against the last stronghold 
of a decrepit Imperialism in China. The incalcul
able riches of bituminous and anthracite coal, the

—The Socialist Review.riches of Cathay were one of the incentives to the 
voyages of discovery in the fifteenth century, which 
found the New World of America. Trading con
tact has been continued right on through the aby 
sorjrtionjperiod of the Mongol and Manehu conquer
ors, and now there is an increasing demand, not so 
much for trade, as for pennant nt. “concessions.” 
Thanks to the Imperialism of the European powers, 
and of her near neighbour Japan, the sleep of China 
is gone for ever. After this briefest of historical 
outlines, we can pass on to the explanation prom
ised.

\
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PLATFORM
The

Socialist Party off 
Canada

w«, the Socialist Party of Canada, affirm our elleg 
lance to, and support of the principles and programme 
of Hie revolutionary working class.

resource*.

-I
Labor, applied to natural 

wealth.
China is located for the most part in 20 degree to 

40 degree of latitude, which includes thè 30 degree to 
35 degree in which all the other early civilizations 
were located. Here there are no great extremes to 
overpower man, and stunt by great heat or cold his 
development. The changing seasons provide fore
sight and adaption of ' work methods by not too 
abruptly changing conditions. In a favored oasis 
near the Tarim Lake, and after in the sheltered river 
valley of the Wei Wo, and then on to the great 
deitaic plain through whiejt runs the Hwang Ho, and 
from this the Yellow River, spreading southwards, 
was bom and developed the Chinese civilization.

But the early settlers needed protection from 
nomad foes, as well as a temperate climate and the 
fertile soil of the river valleys. Fair greaves (“Geo
graphy and World Power”) explains the earlier ad
vances of Egypt by the more complete protection 
given to its fertile ribbou of land by the Sahara. Any 
orographical map will show a black patch to the 
west of China, the Tibetan plateau—“the roof of the 
t^orld ”—which flanks .by the aid of the Gobi Desert, 
the whole of the Western side of China. The Great 
Wall of the North (214 B.C.) was not needed on the 
western side. Not only did the plateau protect, but 
it tapped and still taps the rain-bearing winds, and 
thus is ttfe watershed to the rivers on which Chinese 
civilization is based. The traditional isolation of 
6hma, her self-centred literature, and her past op
position to all ^outside influence is derived from the

produces all
The present economic system la based

capital 1st ownership of the means of production, conse
quently. all the products of labor belong to the capital
ist class. The capitalist is, therefore. master; the
worker a slave.

So long a* the capitalist class remain. In 
of the reins of government all the powers of the State 
will be used to protect and defend it* property right* In 
the means of wealth production and tta control of the 
product of labor.

possession

The capitalist system gives to the capitalist 
swelling stream of profits, and to the worker, an ever- 
increasing measure of misery and degradation.

The interest of the working class lies In setting Itself 
free from capitalist exploitation by the abolition of the 
wage system, under which this exploitation, at the point 
of production, is cloaked.XM P To accomplish this necesslt- 
atss the transformation of capitalist property in the 
means of wealth production Into socially controlled econ
omic forces.

The irrepressible conflict of interest between the cap
italist and the worker necessarily expresses Itself 
struggle for political supremacy.
Struggle.

Therefore we call upon all workers to organise under 
the banner of the Socialist -Karty of Canada with the 
object of conquering the political powers for the 
pose of setting up and enforcing the economic 
gramme of the working claea as follows:

1—The transformation, as rapidly as possible, 
of capital 1M property In the 
wealth production (natural rssouroea factor- 
tori ee. mills, railroada eta) into collective 
means of production.

1—The organisation and management of Industry 
by the working claea

I—The establishment, as speedily as possible, of 
production for use instead of production for

This Is the Class

!
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W E-S T 1 R N CLARIONPAGE POUR !
Tte “academy”—the school of working class and explaining them when found.

education has been scoffed at. It is not popular, To induce you to take up thifi purpose of rustling ~
but it lives and it will live and thrive so long as subs, the “Clarion’ ’offers you two books,, “The 
working <dws<» ignorance remains to be dispelled as Positive Outcome of Philosophy” (Dietzgen) and 

stumbling block in the way of working class free- “The Social Revolution” (Kautsky), as a prize for 
dcm. Against this there has been set persuasive the highest number of subs, between now and the

“the

Western Clarion & \K

E > •t▲ i<
■ai Oerrset

PaMtekaA Iwiw a menti by the Socialist Party af
Canada, P. O. Box 710, Vancouver, B. C.
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Bit

leadership which, even though it be a new exprès- . end of March. The next highest will receive 
sion of the old vanity has had a brief innings here- * Industrial History of England” (de Gibbina). 
abouts as an attraction and is already a forlorn hope.

soon exhaust-
Now, Buddy, go get ’em!■stared a* O. P. O. as a R K.

* “Th e-pleasures of sudden wonder 
ed,” as Dr. Johnson has it, and salvation from wage- 
dom through leadership, as a new creed in the west,

Ewan MacLeod are :0 :■Iditor
h inbscriptloa : HERE AND NOW.1n $1.00 

$L00
_ II this aamber Is sa year adirées label year 

862nb**ripti<>* «*Plr“ ^

ft
% >

Canada, SO Issmee
has already fallen short.

Politics, tactics, programmes—these may be of 
,v as time arises. They can never be set down from
book of instructions for universal swallowing. As Mentiy debit your interest with a dollar for twenty 

we see it, the need of the hour is understanding. Our consecutive issues. Send it now. 
closest ally in developing understanding is unfold- Follows the yield to the debiting process since 
ing capitalism and the problem it presents more in- our last financial prayer :— ,1 •
sistently day by day to the working class, forking We direct the attention of our readers, Here anl t
class education must parallel industrial development. Now> to the importunities of Comrade Kirk in an- 
There is nothing spectacular in prompting working otber coiumn 
class understanding. The process is slow, but it is 
the most valuable, lasting work that is being done to
day. There is no possible alternative that now pre
sents itself. Let us keep at it.

Ecraics, 1« lm Modesty is our weakness, of course, but we cheer
fully lay the Clarion before your attention and con- •

1 use¥ a
f VANCOUVER, B. C. FEBRUARY 15,1922.r
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NOTHING SPECTACULARs :

h T seems to be expected of the Clarion these days 
bat it shall permanently enter the lists of con- 

with those among whom the spectacularI7 Ï
ÏJ If there is ani hall-marked device known to subir roversy

is something of a cult. The sepctacular, we take it, 
insofar as it has literary application hereabouts, con
sists of a circus—like tendency whereby what has 

to be known facetiously as a “policy”—not 
accident policy, but an editorial policy 

turns somersault every other week.
Fortunately, such vagaries and whimsicalities, 

emanating from the grave-yard of the working class 
intellect—the putative labor press—die young and 
are soon forgotten. The reward of innocent author- ing back of it urging and guiding it onwards to some 
ship, as Mencken says, is something akin to the sat- pre-determined goal: no purpose or understanding 
isfaction achieved by a hen every time she lays an other than our own. 
egg—the high aspiration, of course, is akin to the 
satisfaction that came to Beethoven when he wrote

hunters which lends facility to the easy flow of sub
scriptions we are strangers to it. Yet the sabs, 
must come. 1 he one .-and only device upon which 
the Clarion has relied throughout the years for subs. 

WESTERN CLARION” APPEALS TO THE has been a reliance upon truth telling concerning
matters of interest to the working class.

We rely upon that and will continue to rest 
Buddy, there is one fact about life which is worth argument for subs on that We have no eye for 

keeping in mind ; there is no purpose or understand- sensationalism it is true, and thus we are not popu
lar. We never were.

:-

-I
1 :0 :

come
THEan READER

ourr
; *i'
ll Following $1 each: E. Johnson, Dr. Williams, J. 

Coutts, H. Adie, B. Tamarkin, Wm. Churchill, 1L A. 
When ever you are prepared to make a careful Wiertz, F. Tippifiing, J. Mitchell, N. MacAulay, R 

self-analysis, Buddy, you will find abundant evid- S. Lugrin, A. R. Sinclair, R H. Cole, J. F. Knorr, 
within yourself and, if this is not enough, there Mrs. Saunders, H. Maitland, C. W. Sprmgford, F.

i ■

ri the Fifth Symphony. _ " enee .
We are somewhat inclined now and then to sup- are all the facts which patient investigators have V. Warder, J. Peabody, Mrs. Griffith, W. Lott

press expression of our ideas on grounds of decorum, gathered in every field of science from astronomy to Following $2 ea-h: R Kirk, R. B. Russell, W. 
like to be civil and obliging always we psycho-analysis, corroborative evidence which may Morrison, 

constant literary vigil convince you that this is so.
1

If and while we
A. W. Osterberg $5; C. Coxhead $1.25; A. C. P. 

Life has been a procession from one form to an- (N. Z.) $6; H. M. Thomas 40 cents; W. Hoare $4.
Above, Clarion subscriptions received from 27th,

not disposed to keep up
who chooses to follow a “policy” writ

ten one week with the right hand and next week other, a procession marked by an
with the left There is evidence enough that those more or less painful experiences along the wayside: January to 9th Feb. inclusive, total $43.65.
who aspire to control events find it difficult to con- experiences, Buddy, which are wrought into our phy- .
trol themselves, and if we on our part are charged sieal and mental frameworks, and express them-
with being rigid and inflexible (which is the charge selves in ns a? instincts, habits, and customs. O. Nederlee, (per A. W. O.), $1 ; A. Rickdal, (per
we have always had levelled against us by the re- When you were a child, Buddy, why did you fear a. W. 0.1, $1; A. Wanvick, (per A. W. O.), $2; J. 
form elements), we plead hopefully that it is better the dark!” Was it because remote relations of Nelson $1; per W. Erwin fil ; Wm. Churchill $1
to be rigid than to require a straighhjacket to curb vours passed through such painful experiences in Wm. Clarkson il ; C. Beck per R. K. $3 ; J. A. K. 43

the dark they instinctively dreaded it!
For what reason do we exalt and glorify leaders? $27.50.

aare
over anyone infiiite number of

teli
Fri CLARION MAINTENANCE FUND.i
r
j

il :
>

cents ; Nanaimo Federal Campaign, per E. W. Ellis,i : tendency toward political lunacy.
Programs, policies (so called) and action are 

favorite words these days. The spectacular perfor- Is it because the most persistent habit of mankind at 
mance is “the thing”. Its opposite is visited with all times has been to make gods! 
disgrace. The leader, newly arisen, despises the They have made them, Buddy, in divers forms to 
“academy” and for good reason—there is no room ward off disaster or social catastrophe. But never 
for leadership there, no room for the public chatter- in one solitary instance did the gods prevent such 

“Policy” and “tactics,” considered as articles from stealthily creeping upon the community and

a
3

*■ Above C. M. F. donations, from 27th January to 
9th February, inclusive, total $38.93.

M

Communism
and

Chris tianism

r
r: box.

of popular faith are found, when applied, to serve as silently destroying it. 
excuses for a sort of calculated foolishness that Why do we, the sons of slave parents, vote for our 

for leadership where leadership is more masters, even though in conversation before the
votes are cast we roundly condemn them! Cus-

!

i! passes
of a nuisance than a help.

The socialist student is charged nowadays with tom! 
wasting his time. He should be in the parade. Buddy, let us look at a question which concerns 
Tactics should take first place in consideration by oar class and not our class any less than society in

a social concept akin to the

h 4!
Analyzed and contrasted from the Marxian and 
Darwinian points of view. By Bishop William Mont
gomery Brown. D.D. Its bold recommendations: 
Banish the Gods from the Skies and Capitalists from 
the Barth and make the World safe for Industrial 
Communism.

Seventy-fifth thousand now reedy. Pp. Hi 
Cloth edition. De Doze. $1.00 This whole edition at 
1,000 copies is a Christmas gift to the sufferers by 
famine in RnsaM. Every copy sold mesne a sis ils 
dollar to them and much education to the buyer.

New paper edition, 25,000 copies, artistic design.

THE BRADFORO-BROWN EDUCATIONAL CO, Ins. 
Publishers, 102 South Union Street, Garten, Ohio.

Or from

SOCIALIST PARTY OP CANADA 
P. O. Box 710, Vancouver, B. 0.

very beautiful, one copy 25 cents, six, $1.00.

"It will do a wonderful work in tide the greatest 
crisis tn all history."—Truth.

&
the working class, for, must not an army advance general : have we got 
and retreat in the face of the enemy! Where would social nature of production ; or, have we got one 
an army be if it stood rigid and sought no acquaint- ' developed during feudalism, when individual

ship of the tool lent character and substance to a 
private-property concept!

This is a question which you must think over,

I

owner-
with tactics! These are the common illustra-ance

tions used to bring out the need for tactics.
Well, we have already confessed that we are not 

skilled in tactics, but we know this, that no army Buddy, and the “Clarion’ will help you to think 
need ever enter the field without ammunition, more clearly ; it suplies you with facts which will 
Without ammunition there is no army of any ac- enable you to get a new view point, 
count as a fighting force. Without ammunition tac- And. by the way, I spoke of purpose early on in

from annihilation, to these rambling remarks. What is your purpose in

'
'

-

S~

r tics can never save an army
say nothing of its uselessness against the enemy in life! If not, why not!
such a case. Take the ‘Clarion” around to your friends, ask

The need of the working class is a knowledge of them to read it; and when they have done so make 
the class nature of the capitalist order. We want them “come through” with a sub. 
lo destroy capitalism ; they don’t. They don’t know 
why. Just as all armies depend upon the laboratory, end of this year, of at least 10,000 copies, all paid for. 

the technique of chemistry, for their weapons And an assurance in the shape of yearly robe.-will
help the “staff’ to continue their efforts to rob the 
boss, gain time for the work of digging for facts,

U

QM
The “Clarion’ must have a circulation, by the

r 5

H upon
of offence, so the working class must seek its am
munition. in understanding.I
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The Conquest of PentI

;

& %
“Jesus receive my spirit, —this Christian who, for 

on the form of an abscess, and when pierced the loss revenge, canned the wife of an Inca to be stripped 
5th February, at the Royal Theatre. 0f blood was so great that it often resulted in death, naked, tied to a tree and whipped to death.

The chairman, Comrade Powers, opened the meet- Another time this band of fortune hunters came into Gonzola Pizarro, brother of the governor, now ap 
ing at 8 p.m. with a short address, and the usual a portion of the country where they met with alliga- pointed himself governor; and through a senes of
announcements of our Economic, Psychology and tors and huge serpents. All this they suffered that struggles, subjugated the surrounding colonies, till
History Classes held in the headquarters during the they might plant their blood soaked cross! finally he marches against the Viceroy Blasco Nunez
week. He then called on Comrade Harrington, who Almagro, it was decided, should go back to Pan- Vela, first viceroy of Peru, whom he defeated. Word 
dealt with Peru. a ma for supplies, and Pizarro was to stay on the Is

land of Callo. Mostly all his followers deserted him, 
for the governor of Panama on learning of the con
dition of the men ordered them to come back, and

The regular propaganda meeting of Local instance a disease broke out amongst them ; it took 
(Vancouver) No. 1, S. P. of C., was held on Sunday,

» had reached Spain of the rebellion of Gonzola, and 
the Crown determined to send a commissioner out toIn opening, the speaker stated that Peru, before 

the Spanish invasion, is generally accepted as the 
general experimental field for Socialism. Nowhere 

had there been such happiness. Every-

investigate„ Pizarro, however, was now undisputed 
master of Peru, returning triumphant to the capital, 

when they didn't, he sent a ship to bring them. 1 ow- ^ was hailed bv the people as “the Victorious 
ever, Pizarro did his best to induçe his men to stay ; 
drawing a line on the sand with his sw ord from east 
to west, and turning to the south he said: 
lies Peru with its gold and riches, here Panama with 
its poverty ; now choose ; for my part I go to the 
south,” and lie stepped across the line. He was fol
lowed by thirteen others ; the rest went back in the

else on earth
one was 1 coxed after; all worked and yet it was not Carbajal, one of his lieutenants, urgedPrince.”

him to throw off his allegiance to the crown of 
Spain, seeing so far they had been successful, the 
only thing to do now was that Pizarra proclaim him

Socialism by any means.
The Spaniards found such wealth as even sur- 

. prised them. In that country (where it seldom 
rains’! we find conditions similar to those which ex
isted amongst the Egyptians, insofar as they mum
mified, and in the fact that their king never married 
anyone but his sister. Xpw this might appear hor- ship to Panama.
rible to us, but it didn’t to them. Later we find Pizarro ascending the Cordilleras

Although in one sense there were many restric- an(* meeting, no resistance 10m t e eiu\ians, m 
tions. there was enough for the wants of everyone ; :nE entry into Cuxamaka, where e invite t e n ^

to his camp, 'the Inca went trustingly, wi out arT0—that they deserted and went over to La Gasca. 
arms, attended by a huge train- oi followers, whom p;zarr0j the leader, was beheaded, while Carbajal, 
the Spaniards absolutely butchered, although they ^ veteran who had served forty years in the 
reserved thdUlnca.

There

self king!
Later. La Gasca. the commissioner from Spain 

advanced to Peru where he trusted for success to 
his power over the convictions of his hearers. He 
brought no army, but he represented constitutional 
authority and sueii was his power over the convic
tions of his hearers, the followers of Gonzola Piz-

the people consumed all wealth. The Inca received 
probably a little more than the average,share, but 
not much more. The Inca could have been rich in 
pearls, only it was considered too dangerous a task 
for his siP'ects. Pearls abounded in the Pacific.

Italian wars, was to be burned. He was hauled in 
a thing that looked like a cradle by two mules to 
the stake. Sueii was the courage of this old eons

Pizarro with a small baud of 150 men subjugated 
Peru and established a military dictatorship.There existed as the only beast of burden the

The Inca, realizing that the Spaniards had a queror that he joked and laughed with the menllama, which the Peruvians had thoroughly domes
ticated and which, according to the Spanish conquer- stronger love lor gold than for anything else, oitered around him all the time with such remarks as “Well,

the animals of to till the room they were standing in with gold if hoys, this is it from the cradle to the grave.” Upon 
they would tree him, and he nearly had the tasii fin
ished when he was suspected of treason and eon- seen

ed equally amongst the people; then the meat was demned to be burned. When tied to the stake, his 'conscience except a debt be owed to a shop- 
distributed in slices in theaame way, and where be- Father Valvenle besought him to become a Chris- keeper in Seville, which he forgot to pay before

tian; the Inca was supposed to be a baroarian. He leaving the country ! 
couldn’t understand why the Christians believed in 
“Three Gods and one God, and that makes lour!

ors was better tended than were
being asked to see a priest he answered that he had 

enough of them, and that he had nothing on
Spain. The llama were usually gathered in and so 
many sheared, and the Inea had the wool distribut-1

fore the Spanish invasion one llama was killed per 
day by the Peruvians, the Spaniards killed them in 
the hundreds, for they discovered the brains of the 
llama to be very dainty, and they slaughtered them 
for that reason alone !

Now, about the end of the 15th century, the Inca replied : As for the i ope ot whom j ou speak, he
must be crazy to talk of giving away countries net the only c^se ; in Italy where two would-be rulers
which do not belong to him. For my faith, 1 will
not change it. Your own God, as you say, was put people s ood and actually cheered them on, so in
to death by the very men whom he created ! But
mine,” he concluded, pointing to the sun, “my God one group tried to get the better of the other by go- 
stiL1 lives and looks down upon his children.”

But when tied to the stake he was told he would other Mows by yelling: “Look out they are com
ing around the other way ”

The people of Pern, during the different squabbles
of the Spaniards as to who should rule them, re- 

The same Inca, when the Spaniards first impris- mained apathetic until one side or another became 
oned him, when asked to accept the Christian taith victorious, then they would join with the victors.

But in this respe* t the ease of the Peruvians wasr

had extended his territory so far as to penetrate the 
borders of Chile, and in the other direction, Re ac
quired the province of Quito, 
crown, the son of his lawful wife aud sister, was 
named Hnasear, v hile Atabuallpa, a natural son, re
ceived the kingdom of Quito at the request of the

; were fighting for control in the streets, the commoni
The heir to the different were they to their own destinies, that when

o ing around a side street : the people would w arn the

living Inca. Thus the empire which so far had re
mained solid under one .Inca, found itself governed have an easier death by the garrote. As a result he

became a Christian, and was strangled to death. 
With the death of this Inca the Peruvians were

The human mind is a very peculiar thing ; man
kind studied the heavenly bodies and made himself 
acquainted with their actions before he knew any
thing about the mind. He knew all about the stars, 
and how many miles they were away before he knew 
his blood circulated through his body.

We are here to disseminate a knowledge of the

oy two.
During a period of revolution that followed, Ata-

thrown into great disorder.
There was at this time a dispute about the booty, 

much of which took the form of articles beautifully
Balboa, who was the first to hear rumors of Pent carved as flowers, plants, birds; the most wonderful

of all was the Indian corn in which the golden ear 
was sheathed in its broad leaves of silver, from which

huallpa finally overcame his brother, and he was 
the reigning Inca at the time the Spaniards discov
ered Peru.

and adl its wealth, was one day weighing some gold 
which he had collected from the natives when a

things which control mans existence in order that 
he may better use his intelligence. Thus the lessons 
of mans history may be read with a present applica
tion to enable us to understand and interpret pre
sent events. Let us to our task !

hung a beautiful tassel of pure silver threads. All 
this furnishes proof of superior skill and of a great 
civilization.

haughty young chieftain struck the scales and scat
tered the contents on the ground, exclaiming : “If
this is what you prize so much that you would leave 
your homes and risk even life itself for, I can tell 
you of a land where they eat and drink out of golden they were astonished at the roads, made in many 
vessels, and gold is as cheap as-iron is to youl” instances of huge blocks of stone apd rock smoothed

so that the joints were hardly to be seen. Although 
the Peruvians had not reached the stage of the arch,

While the Spaniards advanced toward Cuzco, :o>-

ECONOMIC CAUSES ‘ 
OF WAR

Not very long after, Balboa achieved the impos
sible, that of scaling the mountain rampart of the 
Isthmus which divides the two mighty oceans from 
each other, and, rushing into the Pacific ocean he 
claimed this unknown sea with all it contained for 
the King of, Castile, and he would make good the 
claim against all Christians or infidels who dared 
gainsay it !

It was several years later, however, before a suc
cessful expedition touched the borders of Peru;
every enterprise had proved a failure. The first, Pizarro s authority, 
enterprise of Pizarro and Almagro was visited by 
such calamities that they were reduced to living on five men in his home, where, in his last moments, he 
herbe and shell-fish : they had no shelter, and in one traced the cross with his blood on the floor and said,

of the temples were superior to those in Spain. 
The Spaniards through time founded colories 

along the coast of Peru. Following tins we find Ai
mer go and Pizarro in arms against one another. This 

the beginning of the first civil war, not Chris-

some

. By FETEE T. LECKXB.

^ *.

was
tian against infidel, but Christian against Christian, 

certain colonies. Almargo had a large follow-

HOW READY.
Preface by the author, 
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PAGE SIX
W ESTERN CLARION1

Problems of The New Confer
blending beautifully with the perennial verd^y of Î1 18 countercd- That is also why

“public opinion » At »nv * •» ™ “ 6D rapport with the Turk (the violation of
nlLant t i , ’ 18 m0re T” 5Crap °f paper)- 11 helps to march the S.
pleasant to firmly resolve to find a solution for the w- frontier of Russia ; brings Prance into
European problem’ under the genial skies of Italia,
than in the somewhat strained

1"-%r

ence # 1
SO Near East, fatefully travelling in 1922 the tortuous 

paths of 1912. So perhaps do they pay court to the 
brunette senora of the olive groves—which that 
opportunist and frankly calculating dame may in 
good time upset. For to her the Mediterranean lit
toral is a goodly country—and mechanicalcontact

with Eastern oil, prospect, and 
offer a needful “base

power—
resource, and may like Jehavoh—ismt , t. ... _ no respecter of persons.

long countenance^by13Rritain hftheTope of crush- Tow^ÏÏ TT ^ ‘h ^ Bnt

whic^now moLte GeTan”^" * Germany and'a IZZüTrLi" ZLTZt
open conflict with Britai^Xnd^Ucth^inter0 FrenT fi" -T “ the restorati»n of

ZXarSarCf T b''116 A1UeS’ haVing failed «UogetherTn^t^n^^^•ternijf Z^TZh S'**** "°W ka leaVe Earopc « America refuses further
rope being in debt to America ï oTcoTsèTnder the ITuT’ ^ "l" b”6 the quicker involved

thumb of her creditor, and America pipes a tune not Pürooe^Mt" Wew t " “-fam \° F°r
^rattendea^ * ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ 1 - C5«X

building of a French “Uber Ailes.” 
from common capitalist expansion it limits the ac
tivities of the rest ; augments industrial chaos and 
hastens the march of the red god in the Pacific. On 
the other hand, if credit relations are advanced, the 
industrial stagnation may be partially and tempor
arily relieved, but Europe becomes then the vassal 
of the “great west”; her capitalists, but creditors’ 
agents; her vanquished Germany (necessitously re
lieved) an* Soviet Russia (implicitely victorious) 
admitted to the new comity of trade; and the last 
hope of France flickers out.

atmosphere of the: meansgreatest democracy.” Besides, the new venue is 
at the heart of immediate trouble, and Italy, fhay 
be “wanted” b> the diplomats.

The economic substance of victory presses sorely 
on Europe,-dividing, rending, shattering all society 
in the callous struggle for commercial

To

1'

br
ig 1«%i i supremacy,

threatening, more and more insistently, the whole 
polity of commerce. Tentative suggestions and pro
posals are put forward, aiming, more or less, at a 
lT- S. of Europe All such proposals ultimately re
solve into a scientific exploitation of European 
pies by Allied capital. But the beginning is 
ually voided by the unscrupulous ambitions 
Allies themselves. Commerce and profit are the 
crete expressions of nationalism and individualism, 
and in

S; peo- 
comtin- 
of the

Thus cut’ offBut the calm necessity of economic / 
takes no account of legal debt. Indeed, it 
tnd transforms it into an actual handicap. Be
cause, not gold alone, but trade (goods, bills and 
jonds) is wealth. If circulation stops with it stops 
the prestige of the circulating medium, and bank
ruptcy falls alike on debtor and creditor. Conse
quently the “open door,” beloved of America, 
not awaken any sympathetic
mercial competitors. Trade where and how they 
will, is their common necessity, and trade they must, 
he it never ko dangerous, and the claim of the cred
itor is thus weakened by the very urge of the debtor 
to meet his obligations.

Britain

circulation
’

opposes
Hm con-

:f ' r* the present stage of social development, such 
relics of ancient actualities are prolific with increas
ing dissensions.

/

f
can-

Bnl shifting the scene of discussion, does not exor
cise the productive cause. That cause is constant, 
developing from its own inertia, its inevitable so-’ 

quence of results. Delay, but fortifies the trouble 
•nd rende if its fateful

response in her com-

The latter course would seem the more obvious. 
Commercial interest, national equity. Imperialist 
ambition and (so-called) humanitarian sentiment 
seemingly converge on this direction. And France, 
seeing, prepares to meet it. albeit in vain. For the 
economic of today is a vastly different complex 
from its ancestor of .previous days. Then the battle 
was

i progeny more imminent. In 
the European question. Britain and France 
posing powers. Stripped of 
each othei 
sity. Both are

-

strives with redoubled subtlety—vet with 
a necessary increase of repressive force—to regain 
her normal financial supremacy, and with 
ative success.

are op-

!morality, they face 
in defence of palpable, and urgent

dominant with prestige, both arè try- 
ing to stave off bankruptcy, both
American Imperialism. To clear her feet from en
tangling social chaos, Britain required world 
interconnection of trade. But that

war
compar-

America she consoles with flattering 
sentiments, while she turns her 
the immediate

neces-

earaest attention to
- u-v . enemy at her Pafe8, and in all prob

ability, derives additional strength and 
from the suspicions engendered 
combat her rapacious rivals.
-America

for the gilded “glory” of nationalistare under bond to suprem
acy, with scope for advancing accumulation. Now » 
it is the naked Imperialism of international capital, 
straddling the world in completed development of 
mechancial triumph, and social antagonisms. Em
pire faces empire in deadly rivalry and implacable 
necessity. Exist together they cannot ; to amalgam
ate is an impossibility. There is no room for the 
one; no coherence for the other; no possible ground 
of common action against the rapidlv ingathering 
forces of

assurance
wide at Washington to 

She'is at one with 
on the submarine question, for a similar 

reason—the destruction of trade carriers, and al
though consenting to a reduction in capital tonnage 

of Europe. !' 'VPertaw reluctant, for. while costly, shipbnild- 

power, and power means the con 7 " 7 mdnRtr3r m Britain, and any reduction
trcl of the means of power, Tfcat is why the coal of 1 ^ her in the s*™ggle for existence,
the Ruhr is needful to the iron of Briery - that is whv "!!. hCP >S France : 8trnnP wit^ militarism, wide 
«lesia fell to Poland—the minion of France That 6 °Pen S°a- *ta1wart a?ainst a stricken Europe,
is why the bridgeheads of the Rhine are in French ^ Possessi|ms of coal andh iron and seemingly confident of her strength in the

requires a re
stored Germany, Soviet recognition, and Oriental 
tranquility.

1

«

But France w ants the map of Europe of 
—La Belle France--i.e.. the domination 
Domination means

one color .
1

progress. And blindly, in the mad confu
sion of financial frenzies, the nations go,—probably 
--to their last accounting of war, bnt certainly to 
disaster, and through disaster to the democracy of
proletarian supremacy. I

ACTION FOR UNEMPLOYED.
Continued from page 2. problems o? the workers, have surely shown

lines of action.no cap
ability for leadership, unless we confuse the securing 
of a small following with capability for leading. 

There is further objection to be made.

t
We are wage-slaves and cannot afford to be other 

than realists.
- ivduty of a revolutionary body to lead the workers in 

these everyday struggles and to 
dinate their innumerable lines of 
great «trcam of revolutionary progress flowing on 
to the social revolution.

We are, being class-conscious, unit- 
ed with our fellow slaves to secure better conditions 
under capitalism. We realize the hopelessness of

converge and eo-or- 
action into

The labor
movement in all its various phases does not lend it
self to co-ordination, to unity of

one
purpose. Let us 

look at some examples. In some places progressive 
workers are urging a thirty hour week; elsewhere 
equally progressive masters

any material improvement of our conditions, but at 
the same time we realize the necessity of keeping upLet the first of these two postulates for the 

bemg pass for what it is worth, while our masters 
with the powers of State and the power of extending 
credits if need he, seek to negate it. But against the 
second I must pla-e criticism. He would be indeed 
a conceited revolutionist who would

time the fight. In all struggles conflicting policies 
present tiiemselves. What are we to dot

I :: ’our
are enforcing a thirty 

as short time, and the slaves are kicking, 
are the aetionists to co-ordinate these ef-

Onehoar week
thing, and only one thing is possible—to 
crains. It may be poor equipment^ but it’s all we 
have to use. Stereotyped orders even though they 

by radio from Moscow, cannot help us. In all 
matters of policy, in the conflict of craftism and in
dustrialism, of nationalism and internationalism, we 

only apply what knowledge we have of the sys
tem to the situation, and strive to increase our 
knowledge to make it more useful; and above all 
things to keep the realism clear before ua, to show 

fellow-workers what it is that is worth fighting 
for. To make our fellow-worker a Socialist is of 
more importance than drawing up twenty perfect 
constitutions. , * p w »p

How here 
fortsî Again, the tale has

use our

reached me that in a
, _____ suppose that certain city the different- tailoring establishments in
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i' - Robert Burns—Rebel «;S

*<$* “WV plenty o’ sic trees, I trow,
The world wa’d live In peace, man; 

The sword we’d help to matt’ a plough, 
The din o’ war wa’d cease, man; 

Like brlthers In a common cause,
We’d on each ither smile, man; 

And equal rights and equal laws
Wa’d gladden every isle, man.”

By PETER T. LE OKIE It is no surprise a man like Burns should find him-
HE usual annual orations of the genius of the self in sympathy with the French Revolution arid 
Scotch poet, Robert Bums, ignore his great- also the American Revolution, 
eat characteristic, that of a rebel. He was aT All kinds of pretenders seek to associate them- 

man who -fought against oppression, whether it be selves with Robert Burns at his anniversary, but no 
the oppression of the priest or the laird, the govern- defender of privilege, no opponent of liberty has a 
ment or the Presbytery ; whether the source of op- right to claim that Bums was on his side, 
pression and authority be the kirk or state, Calvin
ism or feudalism. His weapon was poetry. The 
case of the common people was stated as never be
fore against caste, wealth and privilege.

The new echo of liberty found the first expression 
from Burns in his poetry against oppression.

\
)

Bums’ whole life was a struggle against poverty 
because of the private ownership of the land which 
made him a lordling’s slave. In lines to Ferguson, a 
brother poet, ht wrote ;

“See yonder poor, o’er labored wight 
So abject, mean and vile,
Who begs a brother of the earth 
To give him leave to toil:
And see his lordly fellow worm 
The poor petition spurn 
Unmindful, though a weeping wife 
And helpless offspring mourn.”

“Oh, why should truest worth and genius pine, 
Beneath the iron grasp of want and woe; 

While titled knaves and idiot greatness sklne 
In all the splendor Nature can bestow?”

The new world he discovered was a very old 
world. It was the world of the common people. The 
country folks ; the poor, oppressed, honest man, the 
toil worn cotter ; the buirdly chiels and clever hez- 
zies, all those ordinary everyday folk upon whose 
“toils obscure an’ a’ that” depends and has always 
depended the entire fabric of society ; as Burns puts 
it “the simple hind, whose toil upholds the glitter
ing show.” He was not only bom in poverty but 
lived and died in poverty that is the fate of the 
common people. He never accepted poverty for 
justice, but saw its injustice. “Why should a’e man 
better fare an’ a’ men brithers.”

The apologists for things as they are, who seek 
to ordain Bums in the popular mind as a high priest 
of the gospel of content are guilty of perversion.

The puritans who gloat over his social failings 
never did worse than those apoligists. He may have 
said “Contented wi’ little,” but added “and cantie 
wi’ mair. ”

He asks. /

“If I’m designed yon lordling’s slave 
By nature’s Law designed 
Why was an Independent wish 
E’er planted in my mind?
If not, why am I subjected to 

His cruelty or scorn.
Or why has man the will and power 

To mane his fellow mourn?”

And to Thompson, another poet, he wrote:

“To whom have much, more shall be given, 
Is every great man’s failli ;
Eut he, the helpless, needful, wretch,
Shall lose the mite he hath.”

All his contact.with wealth and fashion, his belief 
in the freedom of the common people had remained. 
That is why we find him supporting the American 
Revolution, but herein lies the great tragedy of 
Robert Bums’. He had lost some of his freedom 
through the very means he had taken to secure it.
It was to secure his own personal independence that 
he took service in the Excise. To “mak’ siccar” at 
least against the extreme rigors of poverty for Ins 
wife and family, 'and thereby follow the muse in his 
leisure hours without fear or favor, that is why 
Robert Burps became a gauger.

And the rock of independence became the rock ef 
serfdom. Every word spoken in . sympathy with 
Washington and the American patriots ; every word 
of sympathy spoken of the common people of France* 
was a word spoken against the British government, 
his employers, who held control of his material des
tinies. Had he been worldly wise and a time-server, 
he would have remained silent. That was impossible 
for Bums. So he spoke out and there was more

Burns’ religious commentators harp on the beauti
ful picture portrayed in the “The Cotter’s Saturday < 
Night. ’ ’ But it was the social life of the Scotch/

race
with some of its joys snatched from a dreary envi
ronment of harrassing care and toil and trouble. 
They are, as it were, the bright spots in a picture lit 
up by the genius of Burns. But the shadows of the 
picture are deep and somber with a background of 
poverty. The man who sits at the head of the table, 
the priest-like father, trudged “weary o’er the 
moors” only an hour ago, and his spade, his mat
tocks and his hoe are truer emblems of his daily life 
than is the bi& 11a’ Bible. They are happy folks 
the merry day the year begins. They deserve to be, 
for all the rest of the year their lot has been “to 
drudge and drive through wet and dry,” ‘‘howkin 
in sheuchs” and “biggin dykes wi’ dirty stanes,” 
getting old before their time.

His discontent was the expression of the discon
tent of the common people.

Bom in a Calvinistie world and straight-laced 
Puritanism, Burns did what the great poets of spiri
tuality could not do, because they had no humor. 
Milton, we are told, made Satan a Titanic rebel. 
Burns made him a laughing stock. Dante made 
Hades magnifieientlv terrible. Bums abolished it. 
Bums’ satire of predestination and hell is to be 
found in numerous poems.

on

\
“Fot, ante that ftve-and-forty’s epeel'd 

See crazy, weary, joyless eild 
WI’ wrinkled face

Comes, hostin’, hirplin’ owre the field 
Wi' creepln’ pace.”

1
“O Thou, wha In the Heavens dost dwell 
Wha, as it pleases best thysel’
Send s! ane to heaven and ten to hell 
A’ for Thy glory 
And no for ony guid or 111 
They’ve done afore Thee.”

«

.
courage in the speaking out than he has ever receiv- 

This is no poetic figure but grim realism. There- ed credit for. But the knowledge of the possible
1

fore the background of the picture of Scottish life conset.uenws curbed the fo-,ee of his -xpression, an j
democracy’s greatest voice was stifled at the mo
ment when it was mostly needed. His independent 
mind oppression might bend but it did not subdue.

■ It was not the people who were demanding a more 
liberal theology but the more liberal-minded church 
patrons who were thrusting their new theology 
down the throats of the narrow-minded and nnwil
ling presbyteries and congregations. Bums took 
the side of the liberal minded and appeared to be 
against the people, and Burns’ achievement was to 
set the people free, not from corrupt church govern
ment, but first of all from the slavery of their own 
minds. The common people of Scotland had not lost 
their sense of humor and Boms’ satire and humor 
caught them more than anything else because it ap-, 
pealed to their common sense. “Curst commonsense, 
that imp of hell,” as the narrow religious people 
naturally regarded it The press censor during the 
war could hardly appreciate Bums when he said :

portrayed by Bums is poverty. In the picture it is 
true there is love, laughter, dram drinking and high 
spirits in plenty, but beclouding it all there is pover- By the time the Reform Movement had emerged con- 
ty. There are not only the poor o er labored wight vulsively from the embryonic stage Brims’ race was 
so abject, mean and vile, begging a brother of the nearly run. While the Reform leaders were being 
earth to give him leave to toil*” Not only age and transported to Botany Bay he was at hand grips

with poverty and symptoms of deadly disease, pre-

I

t want, the ill-matched pair, but side by side with 
these are the Ayr Presbyters, Holy Fairs, and the

• iv earionsly holding house and home together and still 
writing immortal verse on £50 a year, even that be
ing threatened. He had been poorer than that in his 
time. In the years when his father had to fight the 
same heart-breaking battle : “The 'piebald jacket 
let patch once more.” He wrote to Graham of Fin-

i* Holy Willies with their three mile prayers and half- 
mile graces, with their narrow outlook, their intoler
ance and bigotry and all the tyranny of hide-bound 
creeds and ignorant superstitions which held the
common people hu mental fetters. A picture of a 
people priest-ridden and laird-ridden held in a double 
bond of material and mental poverty, which seemed 
to give the lie to the assertion that Pa man’s a man,”

try : “On eighteenpence a week I’ve lived before.”
That was not possible now with a wife and family 

to keep and kuowing the nature of Bums, we must
! :: ’ «

“IIere> freedom to. him that would read,
Here’s freedom to him that would write;
There’s nine ever feared that the truth should be heard 
But they wham the truth would lndi’t” (Indict).

come to the conclusion that his poverty in the last 
and from amidst this environment Bums sent the years of his life lost Bums to the Reform Movement, 
message to the world, “A man’s a man for a’ that.”

Bums was a great patriot, not a stamp of the 
patriotism of today, which says “my country, right 
or wrong. ” If it had been we would not have found
him supporting the American Revolution or the # common conspiracy to becloud and belittle and 
French Revolution. He was a patriot of the common hide the figure of Bums the Rebel.
people, and internationalist if you please. In his ____________
“Tree of Liberty” he says:

There hangs the tragedy of Bums.
Strange it is that, of all the annual orations to the 

memory of Bums the patriot, Burns the poet of 
brotherhood, Burns the nature-lover, there should be

Burps knew of his poverty before he had read 
Adam Smith’s “Wealth of Nations.” He did not 
reqaire Adam Smith to tell him that riches and 
poverty are correlated as canse and effect. ^He had 
a better grasp of the cause of the selfishness of man 
than most people today. He wrote to a friend: 
“But we are placed here amid so much nakedness 
and hunger and poverty and want, that we are under 
the damning- necessity of studying selfishness, in 
order that ws-may exist '*

9
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'” WESTERN CLARIONRAGE EIGHT i! ■ i:4
&k - CREATIVE REVOLUTION Chapter 11 on Creative Revolution leaves one „ . .

(Continued^from page 1) somewhat bewildered and to anyone not acquainted Ll (d'à til I*C Pl*lCC LlSt
early winter months of 1917 was the direct cause of with Bergson, Freud, Darwin, and Marx, it will 
the revolution, unless perhaps some labor jumping- proVe an entirely indigestible mulligan. It certainly 
jack, wjio for the moment perceives such a course does not enable us to grasp the meaning of “Crea- 
will preserve his ten cent meal ticket, or salve his tive Revolution.” 
conscience for some act of chicanery.

Our authors should have allowed more than eight 
pages for a discussion of the Russian Revolution in 
a work dealing with Creative Revolution, and we

h
Vi

Per OopyCloth Bound
Positive Outco-ne of Philosophy (Dfetigen |L15
Woman Under Socialism (Bebel)

■
RU

Fcr lack of space we take one of the several con- a. B. C. of Evolution (McCabe) . 
tradictions in this chapter’: “Utterly false is ttiat Economic Determinism (Parce) 
conception of Marxism commonly put forward by 
superficial observers, that it reduces the entire con- 

mildly insist they should not have squandered six {ent 0f history to an automatic process, wherein the 
pages in discussing the attitude of Socialists toward consciousness of the human units plays no part. In 
the war. A very disappointing chapter. the first place it is the human intellect in conjnnc-

Nor can we say more of the chapter on the Third tion vith man’s imposes and emotional likings, and 
International, concerning which we read some very 
curious statements : “The Third International is an

SLU
4LT6 5*

_____|L75

___ ILU
_____*L1S
------- |L16
_____«1.71
_____«LU
------- «LH
--------«LIS

Industrial History of England (H. DeGibblns)

Evolution of the Idea of God (Grant Allen ___
Darwinism and Race Progress (Haycraft) ___
Evolution of Property (Latargue) _____________
Critique of Political Economy (Man) _________
Revolution and Counter Revolution (Man) _ 
History of Paris commune (Llssagaray) _____

s

urced on by the spur of man’s desire which brings Ancient Society (L. H. Morgan) 

about the changes in the material methods of pro-1 Capitalist Production (First Nine and 32nd Chapters
II 00

______ *1.00
G “Capital," vol. L (Man)_____________

Savage Survivals (Moore)___________________
Vital Problems in Social Evolution (Lewis) 
Science and Revolution (Unterman) _______

International of revolutionary socialists who consid- duetion. In the second, the material condition of 
er parliament effete ; who believe that class-con- production react upon the mass psychology of so- 
scions workers must deliberately override what is

o JO1
ciety, arousing new tastes, generating fresh im

pulses and desires, modifying the intelligence and - The Militant Proletariat (Lewis) —
Evolution, Social and Organic (Lewis)
The Social Revolution (Kautsky) ___
Class Struggle (Kautsky)_____________
Puritanism (Meily)____________________

: .06
spoken of as the popular will, in so far as that will 
is the expression of capitalist idealogy, and of cap-

M

m
»0thus leading to yet further advances”—pages 191, 

italist imposed illusions concerning the structure of -fgo. There is much here requiring correction, 
bourgeois society;” In the first instance the Third

'i JO
Wherein, for instance, does man’s desire differ from JO

is nothing of the kind, not now at any rate ; in the his emotional likings, and how can either be dis- 
aecond instance, thev-might override deliberately or tinguished from his intellectÎ Sufficient for our pur- 
otherwise, but it will be only in their dreams. So

» JOEthics and History (Kautsky) ___________

Law of Biogenesis (Moore)_____________
Social Studies (L&fargue)________________
Germs of Mind In Plants (R. H. France)
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___ 10 copies *3.50

-J0
pose, however, is the fact that the intellect is given 
as a factor in man’s development, an active and un
controlled factor, sitting in judgment on the del- 
sires, impulses, likings, etc.

Turn now to page 198. “Psychoanalysis shows 
that our most trifling acts are rigidly determined 
upon the mental plane. Into all the reconsiderations, 
philosophical, psychological, and sociological, in
volved in this new idea of mental determination, 
we cannot enter ever in our time.” But we are told 
that, “while it is the popular belief that the will is 
the servant of reason, the truth is that reason always 
has been and always must be to a very large extent 
the band maid of will*’—page 199. We conclude 
from reading this chapter that the will is free but 
not too free, than it is determined but not over de
termined. Our authors themselves however were 
evidently apprehensive and call this chapter “brief 
and inadequate.” We are inclined to agree with 
them.

JO
long as the popular will is possessed of capitalist 
idealogy all talk of overriding is nonsense.

The 21 points are not discussed although the book 
was reprinted in March 1921, but the dictatorship 
of the proletariat is. printed in extra large type, and 
the workers’ council in similar type as the apparatus 
with which the revolution is to be accomplished.

The chapter would require drastic alteration to 
bring it up to date. The Italian movement has with
drawn ; of those whom our authors expect to join in 
the immediate future (written in 1920) the I. W. 
W. have rejected the R. I. L. U. and in many Eur
opean countries the extra-left-wingers have repudi
ated the new policy of the Soviet Government, along 
with the Third International ; and so far as we can 
judge from this continent the Third International is 
composed of groups ot reformers who can in no wise 
coqipare in courage and revolutionary activity with 
the reformers of the Italian Socialist Party whose 
expulsion has been demanded by the Third.

The “personal view” of the authors, we have it 
on page 121, is that the hour of revolutionary change 
is at hand and that participation in parliamentary 
and municipal activities is a sheer waste of time 
and energy, tending to promote confusion. They 
would participate in elections for propaganda pur
poses, but if elected, would not sit,—page 122.

A year or two ago such sentiments were common 
enough but today they are not accounted sound by 
the Third, and never were by any one who had given 
'he situation serious study.

Again (on page 179) we find this sentiment: “An 
absentionist policy is no longer impossiblist for those 
who believe that the momentous hour is upon us.
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20c
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16c
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Two Essays on History 
Communist Manifesto „I

At the close of the book this apprehensiveness is 
still more evident, 
inevitable limitations, is precisely one of those phen
omena wherein is displayed the triumph of life over 
material causation. We grant for the purposes of 
argumentative discussion that this may be but an
other example of what Hiunon has boldly termed 
“the universal illusion of Freewill.”

It is so for practical ptn-poses also, and leads us 
to conclude, with Huxley, that you cannot put the 
gcHerous new wine of science into the old bottles of 
theology. Further, it is useless to build up a revolu
tion, creative or evolved, upon desires and impulses, 
vital or impelled.
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We consider this book has value in so far as itThe call to arms has sounded and we no longer have 
time in which to prepare and use all weapons. One emphasises the folly of trying to attach such moon- 
who has the advantage of utilising a really -up-to- shine creators as Bergson to our philosophy. It will 
date weapon of attack and defense, a Lewis gun, let serve as an example, not as a precept. The mists 
us say, will be foolish if he decides that he will also aRd obscurities of proletarian thought are sufficiently

has but two thick ; w hat good purpose is served by adding to 
them?

sS

make use of a knob stick . . a man
hands. The revolutionary worker’s best weapon in 
this country is not parliament hut the British equiv
alent of the Soviet.” In fact this is the recurring 
theme of the book, this and a vague vital impulse 
bred of Bergson.

Of course, for those who believe “the call to 
arms has sounded” this might be the proper course, 
but it is doubtful policy in any contingency to trans
late terms from one field to anothet entirely diff
erent. When the call to arms does sound, that 
group which does not possess arms of modern type 
will at best leave one mory glorious page in the his
tory of forlorn hopes. The Pauls display the tend
ency, common in the so-called left wing, to ignore 
the actual facts of life. One of which cannot be too 
much insisted upon ; that the working class today, 
and for the past few centuries, supply almost the 
entire fighting force of society. Talk of knob stick 
and blowpipes is sheer nonsense, the fundamental 
question is: Do the working elans want Socialism ; 
and if not, why nott
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